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Group DOI discussion
Potential use for the proposed Document Group DOI

Data producers have indicated that they would like a simple way to refer to their entire 
mission data holdings when at conferences (in posters and presentations), at science 
meetings, and in summary reports. 

Use of a document DOI would allow:
● Single point of reference for information about a mission, or a series of aircraft flights, 

or measurements related to a meteorological phenomena  
● A way to introduce a new user to information and documentation associated with data, 

with direct access to to the data from this page. 
● Web page URLs have the potential to change, resulting in stale or broken URLs, while 

DOIs are stable through the DOI registration system.
● As the data collections are updated to new versions, or as new products are added, only 

the document would need to be updated. There would be no need to request a new DOI. 
This would eliminate stale group DOIs as the mission evolves
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Sample Document Mission Page
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Group DOI discussion
The document DOI would not:
● Replace any DOIs associated with specific collections. Data DOIs will be used as 

designed and is the preferred method to associate provenance with data, versions of 
data, and individual collections. 

The document DOI would:
● Allow for one central location to summarize a mission or project, provide documentation, 

and guide users to direct access to a large group of data products and related services
● Allow for a way to reference multiple collections at meetings and conferences when time 

and poster space is limited
● Provide a way to refer to a group of data products, not to a specific version of a 

collection. 
● Allow for a much simpler way to maintain information when new collections and/or 

versions are added to missions or projects, compared to a Group Data DOI.


